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       The closed mind is a disease. You need to have an open mind;
otherwise life will just pass you by. 
~Danny Wallace

Anonymity is an abused privilege, abused most by people who mistake
vitriol for wisdom and cynicism for wit. 
~Danny Wallace

Sometimes the little opportunities that fly at us each day can have the
biggest impact. 
~Danny Wallace

The only time you have no opportunities is when you decide to stop
taking them. 
~Danny Wallace

Wagamama. Text messaging aficionados might like to note that this is
one of the most satisfying words you can possibly type. 
~Danny Wallace

What a terrible thing, I thought, to let a moment go. 
~Danny Wallace

Probably some of the best things that have ever happened to you in
life, happened because you said yes to something. Otherwise things
just sort of stay the same. 
~Danny Wallace

The people around you are you. They share your history. They can
even write it with you. And when you lose one, there's no doubt you
lose some of yourself, however they're lost. 
~Danny Wallace

If I was going to act irresponsibly, the least I could do was be
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responsible for it. 
~Danny Wallace

I will say yes to every favor, request, suggestion and invitation. I will
swear to say yes where once I would say no. 
~Danny Wallace

But the happiest people are the ones who understand that good things
occur when one allows them to. 
~Danny Wallace

I was saying yes because when you're in love, the world is full of
possibilities, and when you're in love, you want to take every single one
of them. 
~Danny Wallace
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